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Appearance before the House of Commons Standing Committee on Health

Dr. Katharine Smart
President of the Canadian Medical Association
May 9, 2022

Thank you very much.
Appearance before the Standing Committee on Indigenous and Northern Affairs (INAN): Administration and accessibility of Indigenous Peoples to the Non-Insured Benefits Program
https://policybase.cma.ca/link/policy14474
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Appearance before the Standing Committee on Indigenous and Northern Affairs (INAN): Administration and accessibility of Indigenous Peoples to the Non-Insured Benefits Program

Dr. Alisa Lafontaine
President-elect of the Canadian Medical Association

May 3, 2022

(Exact copy not available)
Health Human Resource Policy Recommendations: Summary. Briefing to the House of Commons Standing Committee on Health
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*Improving health care by reducing interprovincial and interterritorial barriers, February 22, 2022*
Study on Canada’s Health Workforce
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Appearance before the House of Commons Standing Committee on Health:

Study on Canada’s Health Workforce

Dr. Corky Ramsay
President of the Canadian Medical Association
February 15, 2022
Dash against drains
Recommendations for federal action to address Canada’s health care crisis
https://policybase.cma.ca/link/policy14468
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Study on Bill S-209, An Act respecting Pandemic Observance Day
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Appearance before the Senate Standing Committee on Social Affairs, Science and Technology

Study on Bill S-209, An Act respecting Pandemic Observance Day

Dr. J. Robert Patry
President of the Canadian Medical Association

February 09, 2022

(Blackjack okra, me)
Canadian Medical Association input in advance of the World Health Assembly Special Session

https://policybase.cma.ca/link/policy14461
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New Criminal Code offence to protect health workers from threats and violence, including online
https://policybase.cma.ca/link/policy14463
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Vaccine certificates
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Committee Appearance – Senate Legal and Constitutional Affairs Committee: Bill C-7 – An Act to Amend the Criminal Code (medical assistance in dying) https://policybase.cma.ca/link/policy14380
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CMA Statement on Racism
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2020-06-02
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CMA Statement on Racism

This is a statement of health and other medical professionals. The
recommendations are based on evidence and the best available
information. The recommendations are intended to guide profes-
sionals in their practice.

The profession of medicine is a trust of health and safety. This trust is
violated when patients are treated unfairly or unethically.

It is critical that health professionals understand and respect the
rights and needs of all patients. This includes recognizing that
some communities may experience health disparities.

We recommend that health professionals:

- Respect the cultural and linguistic diversity of patients
- Avoid making assumptions about patients based on their
  race, ethnicity, gender, or sexual orientation
- Work to reduce health disparities by listening to and
  addressing the needs of underserved populations
- Support policies that promote health equity for all

We call on all health professionals to:

- Advocate for policies that address health disparities
- Educate themselves and their colleagues about issues
  related to health disparities
- Collaborate with community organizations to
  improve health outcomes for underserved populations

By: Kamloops, BC

This statement was developed in collaboration with a diverse group of
health professionals and community members.
Framework for Ethical Decision Making During the Coronavirus Pandemic
https://policybase.cma.ca/link/policy14133
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